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Sunset n o longer marks the
end o f t h e photographic day,
b u t merely the beginning o f
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The diagram shown indicates the colour
content of the white light given by
half-watt lamps. Notice how ordinary
film is only sensitive to less than a
quarter of the light while
Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Film is sensi-
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Photograph on Selo Hvpersensitive Panchromatic Roll Film. Exposure I/SOth second a t f, I I

Picture M.aking in Winter
Picture-making in winter is a simple matter nowadays. The hibernation of the camera in winter is a thing of the past; the only reason it

:

Photography
appeals to you
because of its
realism in recording happy
incidents,
people, places
and the intimate things
of family life
w h i c h you
want to save
and e n j o y
again.

I
tive to alm
For this reason the latter is
,c
'
faster and is t h e film to use for
photography of all kinds.
Then why waste half your life (so far as photography is concerned)
by shelving your camera from October to April?
Have you realised how different is your winter life from your summer
life and how most of it goes unrecorded? Glance through your collection of pictures-perhaps
you will find jolly beach scenes, and treasures from country excursions by car, cycle or on foot, all records of
happy times and interesting places. But d o you find also snapshots
from winter hikes or drives, tree tracery beautified by Jack Frost; do
you find a record of the jolly times you spent a t Christmas, the
festive parties with friends and dear ones in paper hats and in jolly
mood? There is no reason why these scenes which are of real importance to you should be missing; they are as easy to take as summer
holiday pictures. That they are well worth taking is unquestioned-

ever existed was that photographers considered winter light to be too
dull for picture-making. This may have been the case previously but
it has been overcome by the introduction of colour-sensitive materials
infinitely faster to the yellow light of winter and the artificial light
used for taking night subjects.

The utility of these new films and

plates has been increased by faster and better lenses and by the
development of low-priced, powerful electric lamps which can be
plugged into the house lighting circuit to make snapshots a t home
~racticableby night.
With these new aids a host of new subjects becomes available for the
amateur photographer. Now it is possible to photograph the subjects
you have always longed to take. The scenes in everyday life which
are so vivid, familiar places seen in winter garb, portraits of your
family and friends a t home or at the office, Lighted streets a t night,
striking incidents from favourite shows.
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Photograph on llrord Hypersensltivc Ponchromotlc Plate. Exposure 1 / 3 0 0 t h second a t fl5.6

just glance a t the illustratiol~sin these pages and imagine them t o be
your own work with your own friends taking the places of the people
we have ~ h o t o ~ r a p h e d .
There is a n immense variety of pictures t o be taken in winter; our
problem in selecting illustrations was not "What t o illustrate" but
"What t o omit." I n order t o make these pictures as helpful as possible
full particulars have been printed beneath each picture, and these
may be used as a reliab!e guide when you are taking similar subjects.

Photograph by

I.

W . Etches. on Selo

Exposure 4

Hypersensitive Panchromatic Roll Film.
seconds at f/8

F o r all kinds of winter photog~!aphy high speed panchromatic
material-Selo

Hypersensitive Panchromatic Film-is

recommended.

O n every occasion i t is ideal because of its great sensitivity t o the red
a n d yellow rays which form so large a part of winter daylight and of
most forms of artificial light.

I t s extreme colour sensitivity makes

Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic the "safe" film to use when exposures have t o be brief, as well as the quality film for use o n every
occasion. For the plate camera user, the Ilford Hypersensitive Panchromatic Plate is recommended, and for those who prefer film packs
the Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Film Pack is available.
For outdoor photography generally in winter remember that because
the light is yellower and not so strong photographically i t is wise t o
use the next stop larger than you would use for a similar subject in
sttrnnier.

The sun does not rise so far above the horizon in winter
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superior to any other film in its ability to render clouds without a
filter, but in winter an Ilford Delta filter (yellow 109) greatly assists
rendering. I n summer the correction given by an Ilford Alpha filter
(yellow 104) is usually sufficient.

A filter must be used with discretion. The appealing feature of a
winter landscape is its "atmosphere";

the slight general mistiness

which gives relief and reality to the picture. If a strong filter is used
with panchromatic material "atmosphere"

may be cut out entirely

and a clean, sharp picture which may be technically perfect but
pictorially uiueal be made.
A foggy day in town usually means a misty day in the country and
another new series of subjects becomes available. The mist is g,enerally
light and it offers scope for high key photography-pictures

entirely

dependent upon fine gradation of highlight and middle tones and
having no heavy shadows. Perhaps mist will come when ice and frost
have already done their part in the transformation-presently

the sun

will try to penetrate the mist. Here are all the elements of pictures,
the rest will depend upon your selection of subject and viewpoint and
upon reasonably correct exposure.
The beauty of snowscapes is so apparent that there is hardly need to
mention it here, although you will find some technical tips most
valuable. Snow comes a t a time when we are used to giving 1/25
second a t f/8 as a regular exposure in good light, and we are apt to
forget the extraordinary increase of brilliancy caused by the snow.
Apart from reflecting light which falls upon it, snow appears to
increase the amounr of ultra-violet in the light, so that over-exposure
is a common fault. For a n average snowscape in good light an exposure
of 1 / 5 0 second a t f/16is usual on Selochrome or Selo Hypersensitive
Panchromatic film. I t is desirable to use a n Alpha filter (yellow 104)
in order to reduce the scattering effect of the ultra-violet rays; when

Photograph by Chos. E . Brown, on llford Hypersensitive Panchrornotic Plate.
Exposure I i l O t h second at f i 4 . 5

used with Selwhrome film the necessary exposure increase is 24 times,
and when used with Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Roll Film I+2 times.

Snow is comparatively rare in the South, but frequently, in all parts
of the country, there are plenty of opportunities for frost pictures. The
best time for them is early morning when everything outdoors is
glistening white. But a t this rime, say 8 a.m.--9 a.m. in December and
January, the light is photographicaIly very weak, and it is cold enough
6

to deter one From erecting a tripod to give a time exposure. Then Selo
Hypersensitive Panchromatic film is particularly valuable-it is fast to
light weakened by the mist of winter, fast enough for a snapshot
csposurc to be usually possible, and its fine rendering qualities make
thl* most of thc dclicntr tones of frost flowers and silvery landscapes.
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One-fifth and one-tenth second are slow snapshot exposures, and
many people are unable to hold the camera steady enough to secure
clear pictures. You will find it easier to achieve success by leaning
against a wall or railing when pressing the shutter release. Similarly,
a t these exposures it is desirable that movement in the picture should
not be very rapid. Figures or vehicles should preferably be coming
towards the camera.
Take care that brilliant light does not shine directly into your lens,
or there will be a risk of fog caused by scattering of this light in the
camera.
For this class of photography there is much to recommend the
miniature camera. I t is small, unobtrusive and easy to use quickly,
and its low running cost enables you to have many shots a t a
promising subject and to choose the best of six or a dozen negatives.

"hreworks."

Photograph by A. Scherrnuly, on Selo Hypersensitive Panchrornatrc Roll hlrn.
Exposure 30 seconds at f14.5

R~.lt.l"norsat ?\1;g1~t
Your outdoor picture-making can continue after dark, so great is the
speed of Se:o and Ilford panchromatic materials to artificial light.
Attractive pictures are to be made in the streets of town or village
when darkness has shrouded the detail and strong high-lights of
street lamps, shop windows and vehicles provide subjects of striking
natural contrast. You will want the fastest avaiiable materials-Selo
Hypersensitive P a ~ h r o m a t i aFilm or Ilford Hypersensitive Panchromatic Plate-in

order that exposures may be brief enough to

arrest passing figures and vehicles. I t is, indeed, essential because of
its great artificial light sensitivity and also because of the value of
its colour sensitivity when the coloured light of sky signs and theatre
signs, of fireworks or coloured floodlighting is being photographed.
For snapshot photography outdoors a t night a wide aperture lens,
a t least f/6'3, is a t present indispensable.

I n a well-lighted street

115 second a t fl4.5 will give a sufficiently exposed negative. When
photographing brilliantly lighted buildings 1/10 or 1/25 second a t

f16.3 will be found adequate, although it is often possible and preferable to stop down and give a time exposure like 1-2

f/22 for these subjects.

seconds a t

Greyhound and Dirt Track Racing provide plenty of thrilling subjects
though they are difficult to photograph successfully. The lighting is
usually brilliant but movement is so rapid that a high speed lens is
essential as well as high speed film. As with every other type of speed
photography it is best to choose the moment for exposure when the
degree of movement apparent to the camera is a t its lowest. For
example, when the subject-greyhound
or motor-cycle-is
moving

almost towards the camrra its only apparent movement is to grow
larger. Therefore, endeavour to shoot a t a sharp angle to the line of
movement. When the motor-cycle is cornering or the dog is a t the
highest point of a jump, too, the apparent movement is a t its least.
Firework displays are easy to photograph and make very fine pictures.
For pictures in which rocket displays provide the main subject it is
necessary to give time exposures, allowing the explosions of several
rockets to record themselves on the film to build up the picture. The
duration of the exposure is more or less decided by the number of
rockets. Stand the camera on a tripod or some other firm support,
open the shutter and close it again after several rockets have recorded
their fiery passage on the film. Then wind on.

Sometimes

R

"set piece" is sufficiently brilliant to permit a slow

snapshot exposure if Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Film is used.
This film is particularly sensitive to the vari-coloured light of coloured
fire which is evident in most firework displays.
In almost every town important buildings are transformed into most
attractive subjects by floodlighting for a t least a short period in the
late autumn. The picture is made by the light reflected by the stonework, and the necessary exposure will vary from 5 to 30 seconds a t

fill, according to the strength of the floodlights and the tone of the
stone.

These exposures relate to Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic

Film; if Selo or Selochrome Films are used exposure will need to be
about three to five times as long. Coloured floodlighting is becoming
popular; exposure will, of course, depend upon the colour as well as
the strength of the light.

For coloured subjects always use Selo

Hypersensitive Panchromatic Film and remember that it is almost
equally sensitive to red, blue, orange and yellow, but is slig.htly slower
to green light. For floodlighting of the former colours give at least
Photoera>h
- . on Selo Hvbersensitive Ponchromotic Roll Filnr.
~ x p o s u r e I :10th second at f;8

1 I:

three times the exposure for white light, and for green floodlighting
a t least five times as much.
II

PICTUR

Doubtless the most popular of the many subjects made possible by
the new winter photography will be those which call be taken indoors
a t night-picture-making

in the comfort of your own home or a t a

place of mtertnininrnt. No cold fingers and no searching around for
viewpoints-just

shooting away a t the subjects which please you.

Thr lighting of stngc and circus subjects is usually brilliant, but
movement of the subject is often very rapid.
I t is only the high speed of Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Film to
artificial light which has made this class of photography possible and,
for this reason, no other material should be used. Even so, remember
that normally artificial light is not so powerful as daylight and give
the film the benefit of the utmost possible light on the subject.
An aperture of a t least 1/45 is essential and the photographer with
a lens of 113 5 or larger will have a definite advantage. Exposure mbe a compromise between the slowest possible to arrest movement and
the fastest which permits a sufficiently exposed negative.

For stage

subjects it is seldom possible to give more than 1/5th second or less
than 1150th second. When the lighting is in colour 115th second is the
fastest practicable exposure, but when the light is bright and white
1125th or 1/50th second a t f/3 5 is often sufficient.
Circus lighting is usually more direct and brilliant; indeed it is some-

..

times possible to take 1/100th second snapshots. Unless your camera
"

is of the automatic wind-on type it is wise to have a n electric torch to
facilitate winding on and shutter setting in the darkened auditorium.
Numerous other indoor night subjects will suggest themselves-ice
hockey matches, swimming galas, cabarets, train and 'bus snapshots,
etc., but the general principle "use a fast lens and fast film, and give
the maximum possible exposure for moving subjects"

is equally

applicable.
For photography of all these subjects you must cultivate the faculty
of exposing a t the moment when movement is a t its least.
I t is in your own hotne, however, that indoor night photography will
produce the most satisfying pictures. The jolly pictures you make of

NOTHING

TO WEAR

phs by N o r m a n Squire on llrord Hypersensitive Panchromatic Plate!
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your family and friends in summer sunshine will have their counterpart in these homely pictures made by the "stored

sunshine" of

half-watt lamps. And you can be ready to take these pictures after
the expenditure of only a few shillings.
The whole family can take part in the fun of indoor photography,
they are the "stars",
room is the "set",

your living room, dining room, kitchen or bed-

and you are the cameraman and producer to order

and arrange everything t o make the most pleasing pictures.
No longer are you dependent o n the vagaries of the weather to help
you to makc these happy pictures. I n the conlfort of your home, a
touch of the switch and-snap!

If your lens is jJ6.3 or larger in

aperture, snapshot exposures are possible if you use one or more
Photoflood lamps.
The lamps are designed to be over-run with safety. Two can be run
off your house lighting circuit without risk of overloading it, and the
brilliance of one lamp is a t least equivalent to that of a n ordinary
500-watt lamp costing five times as much and using five times as much
current.

The cost of the lamps is 2/6 each, and they are designed

to give two hours continuous light of more than 9,000 lutnens power.

;
:

Photopraph 4 Cyril M a t t h e w on Selo i + y ~ e i s e n s i l i v e
Panchromatic R o l l F i l m . -Exposure 1!25th second a t f i 5 . 6
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You wi!l

want to burn them for only

a few seconds each time and, therefore,
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hundreds of pictures can be made during
the life of one lamp.
HOW TO MAKE AN EFFICIENT REFLECTOR FOR USE WITH PHOTOFLOOD LAMPS FOR LIGHTING HOME SUBJECTS. Cut out the shape
indicated above from thin card, thick drawing paper or silver-surfaced paper.
Bend the shape so that the left-hand edge comes flush with the dotted llne
and secure with pnper fasteners at the points nlarked with dots. The circular
opening at the top of the cone thus made will fit the standard bayonet lam])holder and the reflector can be secured with the usual shade ring.
14

The effective power of the lamp is increased nearly three times if a
reflector is used to concentrate the light. This is done most efficiently
by the inexpensive Selo Lighting Set.
The folding reflector of the Selo Lighting Set is a n entirely new and

patented invention. I t is made of anodised aluminium and has a
brilliant surface to reflect the maximum amount of the intense light
given by the Photoflood lamp included with the set.
The reflector is supported by a stand of light wrought steel, and
because of its carefol balancing against the weight of the reflector
the outfit can be erected in a great variety of positions and the lamp
directed into any direction without risk of its toppling over. I t can
also be hung from a picture rail or the top of a door.
Complete with one Photoflood lamp, three yards of flex and a
universal connecting plug, the outfit costs lo/-. When ordering a Selo
Lighting Set the voltage of the electric supply should be stated.

Photogroph on llford Hypersensitive Panchromatic Plate
Exposure 1 / 1 5 t h second a t f / 4 . 5

The sketch on page 14 shows how you

1

,

,,,

!

1

c a n make a simple cone-shaped cardette
reflector cowl a t negligible cost, which will
be most serviceabfe and sufficiently durable.
A stronger and more permanent floodlight can be made by fitting

a bayonet lamp-holder into a hole of 1+ in. diameter cut in the

bottom of an aluminium saucepan.

The handle of the saucepan

provides a very convenient means of holding the lamp. These homemade reflectors are quite efficient but, of course, they have not the
durability, convenience and scientific accuracy of the Selo Lighting
Photogroph on llford Hypersensitive Panchroma:ic Plate. Exposure I ! l O t h second a t f ' 4 . 5
by the light of one Selo Ligbting Set

16

Set.

A white cloth or sheet of paper hung over the back of a chair or

from a n open door c a n be used as a reflector o n the shadow side of the
subject to balance the lighting a n d to give roundness and modelling.
This is particularly useful for portrait subjects.
If two or more of these lamps are used the room is converted into a
real photographic studio and the possibilities are enormous.

Most

Photograph from the dress circle, by W . R . Grove. on Selo Hyoersensitive
Ponchrornotic Roll Film. Exposure 1 / 1 0 t h second a t f l 3 . 5

photographers, however, will begin with only one lamp and progress
a s they become accustomed t o indoor work.

A room with light toned walls is best for indoor photography, because
the walls reflect a soft general light. This improves the picture and
makes i t possible t o shorten exposures.

With one Photoflood lamp,

placed not more than three feet from the subject, using some form of
reflector, i t is possible t o take a snapshot o n the fastest film obtainable
-Selo

Hypersensitive Parchromatic-at

1125th second a t fl6.3. The

1110th second exposure, however, is most useful for indoor photography-it

enables you t o secure a more fully exposed negative. Used

with a lens of wider aperture you can place the lamp further from the
subject and include more people in the picture.

1110th second,

however, is a slow snapshot; the camera must be held quite still and
the shutter lever pressed, not jerked.
W h r n calculating these exposures remember that the distance of the
light from the subject is of vital importance. If you double the distance
Photogro>h by W . G . B r i g g s . on Selo Hyperiensitive Panchromatic Roll Fiim.
Exposcrre 1'15:h slcond a t f 3.5

18

of the lamp from the subject the light falling upon the subject has only

one-fourth, not one-half, its previous power.

The formula is as follows:-

The power of the

illumination is "inversely proportional to the square of the distance."
32,000 x

The distance of the camera from the subject is of lesser importance,
but the tone or colour of the walls and the tone or colour of the

(D)
2
=E

s x w

subject are important factors which must be considered when

D=Distance of light source from subject in feet.

reckoning exposure.

S = Half-watt speed of plate.
'

W=Strength of illumination in watts.

E = Exposure in seconds a t f/45.
Example:

Using

Ilford

Hypersensitive

Panchromatic

Plate,

8,000 H. & D. to half-watt light, one 100-watt lamp, 6 ft. from
subject, lens aperture f14.5:4 x 36

32,000 x (6)2
-

8.000

x 100

-= 1%sec.
100

I t must be understood that this can be only an approximation, as
there may be several points for which allowance must be made; e.g.,
if the subject to be photographed is dark in colour or heavy shadows
occupy a large portion of the picture space, the intlic;~tcrl cSxposrlrc
should be doubled.

Photograph on Sclochrome Roll Film.
Exposure 1125th second ot f/8

The important factors governing artificial light photography are
more or less constant, and we have, by various tests, arrived a t a basic
figure of 32,000 which can be used for any half-watt speed of plate.

Photoyroph on llford Hypxsensitivc Panchromatic Plote, by H . Broine.
Expo:~rrv I wcond of r ' 4 - 5 . with orlr 150-watt lomp

The scope for
indoor

subjects brief time exposures inflict no hardship upon the sitter and

photo-

no inconvenience upon the photographer, apart from that of having

graphy is greatly increased

the camera upon some firm stand-tripod,

if

Generally it is desirable to have the lamps slightly behind the

two Photoflood

camera plane so that their direct glare shall not shine into the lens.

lamps are available.
is

Sometimes it is necessary for the lamps to be in front of the camera,

Not only

but always the lens should be shielded from direct light. In fact i t is

illumination

increased

most desirable always to use a lens hood in order to protect the lens

and

from stray light which might otherwise reach the film and degrade the

shorter exposure
made
but

negative. Back lighting produced by placing a lamp beyond the sub-

possible,

ject and on one side is often most effective. The features or figure can

the possi-

be outlined in light in the so-called "cinenuc style." Another type of

bilities of effective

table or chair.

lighting which is sometimes very effective is obtained by placing the

lightings

lamp on or near the ground in front of the subje.ct so that it will

are far greater.

shine upwards.

Photographers

Lighting effects are easier to obtain if the Photoflood lamp is held in

using Photoflood

some kind of reflector cowl, but it is possible to use it in a table or

lamps

ceiling lamp provided the shade is tilted.

with

which the rated
Photograph by B. Cuthbert, on Selo Hypersensitive Panchrom a t i c Roll Film. Exposure 2 seconds a t 1'8

wattage is not
a direct indica-

of the face are not alike-there

tion of actinic power will find the following exposure guide useful:Lamp to subject.
6 , ,

.
.

,,

.

3feet
10

Portraiture will doubtless prove to be of the greatest interest. A f a c ~
well known to all professional portrait photogmphcrs is tll;it hotli siclc.s

Stop.

.
.
.

fl4.5
j14.5
f/4'5

.

1/40thsecond

.
.

1110th
115th

use i t for profile or "three-quarter face" portraits. Thc.

IISII:I~

O I I

c:lIiicbrrl

position is just below eye level but there are other vic~wpoitits-

Exposure.

.
.
.

is a better sitlo: 111akr sllrc. t l i ; ~ t ~

,,
,,

explore their possibilities by standing on a chair or step ladder for a
high viewpoint, or by kneeling for a low viewpoint.
Choose the viewpoint which subdues facial defects of the sitter. For
example, use a low viewpoint for a sitter with a bulging forehead or

The above information is based on the assumption that one lamp is

receding chin; use a high viewpoint for a man with a prominent jaw

used; if two lamps are used a little more than half these exposures

(unless you want it to be prominent in your picture). A sitter with a

should be given.

prominent nose or chin will not photoaaph wcll in profile-choose

These are minimum exposurcs and a little more

should be given if possible.

a

"three-quarter face" position.

With one lamp the box camera pllotographer is restricted to brief
time exposures of $ to 2 seconds, but with two lamps snapshot
exposures become possible provided always that the lamps are not
more than two or three feet distant from the subject.

Snapshot

exposures are almost essential for child pictures, but with adult

For tlic anmtcLur~>hoto)?;ral~hcr
who has the convenience of electricity
in his 11o1iic~
1111% I'I~IIIII~IOII~I
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amount of light and, therefore, exposure is easy t o estimate. When
greater power is needed several bulbs can be fired simultar~eously. An
exposure chart is supplied with cnch
lamp. So far as the camera is concerned
the methods of uslilg, flashlight and
f l a s h b ~ bare h e s a n e . Focus a d set
the lens stop to the dcsired npcrture.
Turn out the room lights, open the
shutter, fire the flash, close the shutter
and switch on the lights again.
WALL

Photograph by Bernard Alfier on Selo Hypersensitive
Panchromatic Roll Film. Exposure 1110th second at f!l 1
by daylight and the flash of one 'Sashalite' bulb.

illumination. While the modern gas lamp
and high pressure oil or spirit incandescent
lamps give good ho~rsehold light and
enable time exposures of 5-10 seconds a t
j/8, snapshots are impracticable.
Instantaneous pictures can, however, be
made with the aid of flashlight. The old form of flashlight is the
naked flame from flashpowder fired with a lighted taper, touch
paper, flint spark or fused wire. The flash must be made with great
care to avoid fire danger. I t is inevitably somewhat smoky, but
the flash is brilliant and flashpowder is cheap. Use stop f/8 with
Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Roll Film, and fire the flash level
with the camera but to one side. For portrait subjects four t o six
feet from the camera, use as much powder a s can be heaped o n a
sixpenny piece. F o r groups eight to twelve feet from the camera use
twice as much powder. If your camera is of the fixed focus box type,
use nearly four times as much powder and set the lens a t full aperture.
The ftashbulb is a glass bulb containing metal foil which fits into a n
electric torch, and which is fired by the current from a n ordinary torch
battery. The bulbs are very convenient to use, and are clean and absolutely safe. There is n o naked flame and the products of combustion
remains within the glass bulb. Each lamp gives the same definite
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Photoeroph on Selo Hypersensitive Panchromatic Roll Film. Exposure 1 25th second
at r14.5 with 2 Selo Liahtrng Sets.

Because of the directional character of the light, photographs made
by flashlight or by the light of flashbulbs tend to be very contrasty.
In order to subdue this contrast it is advisable to dilute the developer
or to reduce the time of development, so that the strong highlights
shall not become too dense. This, in fact, applies to all night pictures
and pictures made by artificial light, excepting indoor portraits for
which the lighting is bala~lcedby a second lamp or a reflector.

fully to secure utmost contrast and print on contrasty paper to ensure
a solid black silhouette against a clean white background.

Series Subjects
The "Story in Pictures7' is a familiar enough feature of our newspapers and magazines, and its re-appearance week after week is
ample proof of its popularity. But how much more attractive the
story becomes when its subject is one that is dear to you, and the
conception and exec~ttionof the story is your own work.

Silhouette Ph.otogra~h37
Silhouette photography is a most interesting branch of picturemaking indoors at night, and it is quite easy. The subject must, of
course, have a bold distinctive outline, and must not rely upon tone
or detail for its interest.

Such a human incident as is illustrated by "Nothing to wear" on
page 12 is by no means an infrequent occurrence in any home in
which there is a little one. But here, instead of regarding "the
mischief" as a nuisance, the photographer saw in her escapade the
theme for this delightful series story.

Place your subject in the middle of a room or passage, and suspend a
large white sheet (preferably without creases) behind it. Stand your
camera on a table or tripod on the same
side of the sheet as your subject, and focus
the picture sharply.
The illuminant may be an ordinary lamp,
Photoflood lamp, flashbulb or flashlight,
but it must be on the far side of the sheet
and far enough from it to allow the whole
sheet to be illuminated fairly evenly.
There must be no light
on the camera and subject
p
side of the sheet.
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Rather more exposure is
needed than is given for
an ordinary subject; with
ordinary or Photoflood
lamps give twice the
ordinary exposure time;
if you are firing a flash
bulb use the next larger
lens aperture; if the light
is provided by flashpowder use twice as
much, or use the next
larger aperture with the
normal amount of powder.
the

neg.ative
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There are many of these opportunities-you
have only t o think over
the incidents of the day to find material for a dozen of these stories.
Here is a suggestion-let Pepys' immortal phrase "-and
so to bed"
provide the theme for several stories. Pictures of the youngest
member of the family being bathed, the bedtime story, "Good Night,"
and then repose. Procrastination on the part of the schoolboy
member ordered off to bed (he will not mind further procrastination
while you take your pictures). And so on till "lights out."
A more important series story is the growth and development of a
child. Many of the most interesting phases will come in winter time
and be a fine subject for indoor picture-making.

I

I
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Develop

The cupboard emptying may have been planned, but it does not look
like it-and
that is the secret of successful child photography. Let
your plan be rather a game, and enter into it just as heartily as you
want your little model to do.

Roll Film.

Seb ~ y p e r r e n r i t i v e ~ o n . .
Exposure 112 second at f/8

But these are not the only kinds of series stories. You may be
making big alterations in your garden this winter, altering levels or
making a lawn. Keep your camera busy as well as your spade, and
record the progress of your work from A to Z, so that afterwards you
can prove how you have "changed the face of nature."
Christmas will give you a fine chance for a really exciting story and
one worth having in time to come. Start with shots of decorations
going up, of the larder and wine cellar being stocked. Then pictures
of friends and relatives arriving for the festivities. Thenconclude with
pictures of the happy time-the entry of the pudding, drinking the
toast of "Happy Christmas," pulling crackers and distributing presents
from the Christmas tree. And, of course, you won't forget the misletoe.

Table Top Fllotographv.
This fascinating branch of winter photography offers infinite scope
and interest ior the photographer who is ingenious in th? preparation
of the "set." Dolls' houses and models, toy railways and tin soldiers
can be employed to advantage, salt can be used as snow, tiny mirrors
as water pools, ant1 so on. "Plasticine" is invaluable, both for
modelling and for holding together loose parts.
Lighting, of colrrsr, is most important, but since each subject
provides a separate problem it is not practicable t o give instrr~ctions
here. Any kind of lighting can be used. but ordinary half-watt lamps
are generally most convenient. A time exposure can ~rsuallybe given
and a slnall stop can be usad to ensore t~tnlostsharpness (unlcss, for
any reason, soft definition or differential focussiilg is desired). For
sharp pictures care must bc taken to focns acc~rmtely.because there is
little depth of foci~sa t such short ranges unIess n very sniall stop is
used.
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